
Today’s question

To cooperate or not to cooperate?
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1. Challenge of cooperation
Prisoner’s dilemma, Nash equilibrium

2. Mechanisms of cooperation
Reciprocity, reputation, networks, group and kin selection

3. Neural basis of cooperation
Brain, problem of asymmetry

Today’s docket



Challenge of cooperation

Social dilemma, a game-theoretic definition

If two cooperators obtain a higher payoff yet there is incentive to defect
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Incentive to cooperate if:
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Incentive to defect if:
T > R (against a C)
P > S (against a D)
T > S (against a D)



Prisoner’s dilemma

Natural selection ought to favor defectors over cooperators
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Nash equilibrium

If no player can do better by unilaterally changing their strategy

•A Nash Equilibrium is a profile of strategies such 
that each player’s strategy is an optimal 
response to the other player’s strategies

•If all players play according to the NE, no player 
has any incentive to change their action 
unilaterally

•Therefore, NE is the most likely stable outcome 
(e.g., mutual defection in PD). Any form of 
choice deviating from NE is irrational

Challenge of cooperation



Nash equilibrium
Challenge of cooperation



Prisoner’s dilemma

Real-world phenomena involving a race-to-the-bottom

•Superpowers engaged in arms race

•Performance-enhancing drugs in sports

•Two (or more) competitors battling for market 
share
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Mechanisms of cooperation

Yet, humans intuitively cooperate



Mechanisms of cooperation

Natural selection promoted cooperation

Humans beat Neanderthals at attrition warfare 



Mechanisms of cooperation

Chimp war is not dissimilar from human war

Natural selection promoted cooperation



Mechanisms of cooperation

Evolutionary mechanisms



Mechanisms of cooperation

Reciprocity and reputation

Strategic behaviors depend on previous outcomes and reputation



Mechanisms of cooperation

Networks, group and kin selection

Clusters of cooperators prevail because of higher payoffs



Mechanisms of cooperation

Selection favored flexible group bias

Infants prefer those who harm dissimilar others
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Neural basis of cooperation

Iterated prisoner’s dilemma

Neural activation of sustaining cooperative social relationships



Neural basis of cooperation

The problem of knowledge asymmetry

Strategic reasoning presupposes full knowledge of payoff outcomes



Take-home concepts

•Natural selection favors strategic defection in 
rational selfish maximizers

•Paradoxically, the human species developed a 
predisposition towards cooperation, likely   
benefitting competition with other species 
(e.g., Neanderthals)

•Strategic reasoning presupposes full knowledge 
including other agents’ options, which might 
not be realistic



Next up

•Agent-based Modeling


